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Vasopressin secreting neurons of the rat hypothalamus discharge lengthy, repeating bursts of action potentials in response to physio-
logical stress. Although many electrical currents and calcium-dependent processes have been isolated and analyzed in these cells, their
interactions are less well fathomed. In particular, the mechanism of how each burst is triggered, sustained, and terminated is poorly
understood. We present a mathematical model for the bursting mechanism, and we support our model with new simultaneous electrical
recording and calcium imaging data. We show that bursts can be initiated by spike-dependent calcium influx, and we propose that the
resulting elevation of bulk calcium inhibits a persistent potassium current. This inhibition depolarizes the cell above threshold and so
triggers regenerative spiking and further calcium influx. We present imaging data to show that bulk calcium reaches a plateau within the
first few seconds of the burst, and our model indicates that this plateau occurs when calcium influx is balanced by efflux and uptake into
stores. We conjecture that the burst is terminated by a slow, progressive desensitization to calcium of the potassium leak current. Finally,
we propose that the opioid dynorphin, which is known to be secreted from the somatodendritic region and has been shown previously to
regulate burst length and phasic activity in these cells, is the autocrine messenger for this desensitization.
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Introduction
Arginine vasopressin (AVP) magnocellular neurosecretory cells
(MNCs) of the supraoptic nucleus (SON) are neurons that
project from the hypothalamus to the neurohypophysis, where
they release the hormone AVP directly into the blood. Release is
caused by the invasion of the neuronal terminal by an action
potential, and the resulting depolarization triggers the exocytotic
release of a small quantity of peptide (Mikiten and Douglas,
1965).

Most AVP MNCs in the unstimulated rat display a Poisson-
distributed, slow (�2 Hz), irregular firing pattern; however, a
small proportion (�10%) fire phasically and discharge repeating
bursts of action potentials (Poulain et al., 1977). Furthermore, in
response to blood loss (Wakerley et al., 1975), progressive dehy-
dration (Wakerley et al., 1978), or hypertonic saline injection
(Brimble and Dyball, 1977), almost all AVP cells cease irregular
firing and adopt the phasic pattern. This transition is maintained

in vitro and hypothalamic explant preparations exhibit increased
phasic activity when the osmotic pressure of the perfusion media
is raised (Bourque and Renaud, 1984). Although a few oxytocin
(OT) MNCs also fire phasically (Lincoln and Wakerley, 1974;
Armstrong et al., 1994; Moos and Ingram, 1995), this discharge is
preferentially displayed by AVP cells, and dehydration typically
induces a faster (�4 Hz) and more regular discharge in nonpha-
sic OT cells (Wakerley et al., 1978).

The phasic bursting of AVP cells is markedly different from
the more common short bursts seen in other cells (Wang and
Rinzel, 1995) and is composed of bursts that last for tens of sec-
onds to 1 min or more and are separated by silences of similar
duration. Furthermore, single bursts can be evoked in nonphasic
AVP cells, both in vivo and in vitro, by triggering brief spike trains
with short depolarizing pulses (see Fig. 1) (Andrew and Dudek,
1984a), by antidromic stimulation (Dreifuss et al., 1976; Arm-
strong and Sladek, 1985), and also by clusters of excitatory syn-
aptic events (Dudek and Gribkoff, 1987). If the holding potential
is well below spike threshold, then evoked bursts rarely repeat,
but instead, the basal, slow-irregular, firing pattern reappears
once the burst is ended.

Here we extend our mathematical model of MNC electrical
activity (Roper et al., 2003) to investigate evoked and endogenous
phasic activity in an AVP cell, and we support our model with
simultaneous electrical recording and calcium fluorescence im-
aging. We show first that each burst is supported by the regener-
ative activation of a calcium- and voltage-dependent depolarizing
afterpotential (the DAP) and second that burst termination can oc-
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cur via desensitization of the DAP to intracellular calcium. Following
the experimental findings of Brown and colleagues (Brown et al.,
1998, 1999, 2000; Brown and Leng, 2000), we investigate how the
opioid dynorphin (which is colocalized with AVP and released from
the somatodendritic region) may regulate phasic firing by autoinhi-
bition of the DAP mechanism during activity.

First, we explore the progression of a single evoked burst in a
nonphasic cell that is firing in the basal, slow-irregular pattern
(Andrew and Dudek, 1984a). We show that such bursts can be
reproduced by a model comprising a spiking mechanism coupled
to a slow oscillation of the basal membrane potential (cf. Rinzel
and Lee, 1987). We further show that the oscillation can best be
explained by an initial Ca 2�-mediated inhibition of a persistent
K� current that subsequently reactivates via a desensitization to
calcium. We extend our model to analyze the repetitive bursting
observed in phasic cells, and finally we discuss alternative mech-
anisms for phasic activity in SON MNCs.

Parts of this work have been published previously in abstract
form (Roper et al., 2001).

Materials and Methods
Electrophysiology. We used whole-cell recordings to demonstrate aspects
of phasic activity tested in the model, using techniques similar to those
described by Stern et al. (1999). Virgin adult female rats (random cy-
cling) were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg,
i.p.) and perfused through the heart with cold medium in which NaCl
was replaced by an equiosmolar amount of sucrose. Slices were cut at 300
�m on a vibrating microtome [VSL (Campden Instruments, Loughbor-
ough, UK) or VT1000S (Leica, Nussloch, Germany)]. The slice incuba-
tion medium consisted of the following (in mM): 25 NaHCO3 , 3 KCl,
1.24 NaH2PO4 , 124 NaCl, 10 glucose, 2 CaCl2 , 1.3 MgCl2 , and 0.2 ascor-
bic acid. The medium was saturated with 95% O2–5% CO2 , with a pH of
7.3–7.4 and an osmolality of 290 –300 mOsm/kg H2O; it was warmed to
33–34°C. Whole-cell, tight-seal configurations were made under visual
guidance. Current-clamp recordings were made with either an Axopatch
200B or 700A amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA) and digi-
tized at 10 kHz using either a Digidata 1320A or 1322A (Axon Instru-
ments). Pipettes were filled with a solution consisting of the following (in
mM): 140 K-gluconate, 4 NaCl, 8.2 KCl, 0.6 MgCl, 10 HEPES, 4 Mg-ATP,
0.3 Na-GTP, and 0.2 EGTA, pH 7.4.

Calcium imaging. The details of the calcium imaging procedures are
described by Roper et al. (2003) and are similar to those described by
Wilson and Callaway (2000). Slices (300 �m) through the SON of adult,
virgin female rat brains were made after anesthesia and perfusion as
described above. The slices were imaged on an Olympus Optical (Tokyo,
Japan) BX50WI microscope using a 40� water immersible lens (0.8
numerical aperture). The pipette filling solution consisted of the follow-
ing (in mM): 140 K-gluconate, 4 NaCl, 4 KCl, 10 HEPES, 1 Mg-ATP, 1.0
Na-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, and 0.1 fura-2 (pentapotassium salt), pH 7.4. The
extracellular solution was as described above. Whole-cell recordings
were made with a Neurodata Instruments (New York, NY) IR283 intra-
cellular recording bridge amplifier. High-speed fura-2 fluorescence im-
ages were obtained using the Imago Sensicam (T.I.L.L. Photonics,
Planegg, Germany), with a 12-bit, 640 � 480 chip (readout rate of 12.5
MHz; scale, 0.246 �m/pixel with the 40� objective). For excitation, light
of either 340 or 380 nm was provided by a Polychrome II monochro-
mometer (T.I.L.L. Photonics) controlled with analog voltage commands
and using a Hammamatsu L2841-01 75W mercury–xenon arc lamp. The
frame rate was 40 –50 Hz, and pixels were typically binned (4 � 4) to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Software for data acquisition and anal-
ysis is based on that developed and described by Lasser-Ross et al. (1991)
and modified by J. Callaway and allowed simultaneous recording of elec-
trical and fluorescence signals from a ComputerBoards (Middleboro,
MA) 16-bit analog-to-digital board.

Changes in bulk calcium ([Ca 2�]i ) were estimated by measuring the
change in fluorescence intensity at 380 nm (�F ) divided by a baseline
fluorescence ( F) to obtain the fractional change in [Ca 2�]i , �F/F. Base-

line fluorescence was first corrected for tissue autofluorescence by sub-
tracting the background fluorescence from a region near the filled cell.
The value �F/F was further corrected for bleaching during an exposure
by subtracting time-matched, filtered (3 Hz) control curves of F at a
hyperpolarized holding potential (�70 mV), at which no calcium entry
could be detected.

The baseline of [Ca 2�]i � 113 nM used in this study was estimated
from 45 neurons as reported by Roper et al. (2003) using the ratioing
method of Grynkiewicz et al. (1985) with the following formula:

	Ca2�
i � Kd

R � Rmin

Rmax � R

F380max

F380min
, (1)

where R is the 340/380 nm intensity ratio in the neuron corrected for
background fluorescence at each wavelength, and Rmin and Rmax are the
minimum and maximum ratios from a calibration done on this setup
using fura-2 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) dissolved in our
K-gluconate patch solution, pH 7.4. The calibration produced a Kd

for fura-2 of 226 nM, Rmin of 0.416, Rmax of 10.37, and F380max /
F380min of 9.32. The change in Ca 2� to a stimulus was then calculated
from �F/F using the following formula, derived by Wilson and Cal-
laway (2000):

	Ca2�
i � �

�F

F
Kd � 	Ca2�
rest���F

F
� 1�F380max

F380min
� 1�

1

Kd
	Ca2�
rest

�F

F

F380max

F380min
� ��F

F
� 1 �

F380max

F380min
�,

(2)

where [Ca 2�]rest is the resting level measured in that neuron. This for-
mula did not require obtaining a maximal fluorescence change (i.e., by
calcium loading). In the text, all experimental results will be cited as
mean � SD. As a consequence of the lengthy bursts exhibited by these
neurons (typical durations are tens of seconds), we were limited to the
simultaneous recordings of [Ca 2�]i and electrical activity during only
single bursts in a single trace. In addition, this limitation has precluded us
from measuring the time constant of [Ca 2�]i decay after a burst, but we
showed previously (Roper et al., 2003) that the calcium transient evoked
by a lengthy spike train decays monoexponentially with time constant
� � 2.33 sec.

Mathematical model. In Roper et al. (2003), we presented a Hodgkin–
Huxley model for evoked action potentials and their associated after-
potentials of both oxytocin and vasopressin neurons of the SON. Here we
extend that model and use the framework to analyze intrinsic phase
activity occurring in AVP cells. For a complete description of the vaso-
pressin cell model and our choice of parameters, see Roper et al. (2003).
Briefly, we model the electrical activity as a single compartment with the
following: a fast sodium current (INa ); a delayed rectifier (IK ); an
A-current (IA ); two calcium-dependent potassium currents (Ic and
IAHP ); a calcium current (ICa ); and a leak current (Ileak ). Electrical ac-
tivity is described by a Hodgkin-Huxley-type system:

dV

dt
� �

1

�
�INa � IK � IA � Ic � IAHP � ICa � Ileak � Iapp, (3)

where � represents the cellular capacitance, and the voltage- and
calcium-dependent currents (I�, (� � Na, K, . . .)) have the standard
activation–inactivation form:

I��t � g�m��th��t�V � Erev. (4)

Iapp denotes the effects of an applied current. g� is the conductance
associated with current I�, and the ionic species carried by the current
has reversal potential Erev. Any activation [e.g., m(t)] or inactivation
[h(t)] function x(t) evolves to its equilibrium state x� with time con-
stant �x , according to:

d

dt
x�t �

x� � x�t

�x
, (5)

and parameters are tabulated in Appendix.
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We model the spatial evolution of calcium within the cell with three
separate compartments, [Ca]BK , [Ca]SK, and [Ca 2�]i , and we have pre-
viously motivated this model (Roper et al., 2003). The first two compart-
ments model calcium domains that activate Ic and IAHP , respectively,
and the latter represents the bulk calcium concentration. The fine details
of the evolutions of [Ca]BK and [Ca]SK are not germane to the model for
phasic bursting presented here, and so, although they have been included
for completeness, only the evolution of [Ca 2�]i will be discussed. We
showed previously (Roper et al., 2003) that calcium only rises in response
to an action potential and that there is little, if any, subthreshold calcium
entry; thus, we assumed that [Ca 2�]i is only increased by influx through
high-voltage-activated calcium channels. However, our model could eas-
ily be extended to include other spike-dependent calcium sources, such
as calcium-induced calcium release (Li and Hatton, 1997a), without af-
fecting our main conclusions.

Each compartment is disjoint, and its concentration evolves according
to Plant (1978):

d

dt
C� � ��ICa �

1

��
�C� � Cr, (6)

where the subscript � labels the pool of calcium, so that � � {BK, SK, i};
C� � [Ca 2�]� denotes the concentration of calcium in that pool; ��

relates the amplitude of the calcium current to calcium influx and also
reflects the size of each pool; the time constant �� approximates the
buffering and diffusion processes that return the calcium transient to
rest; and Cr (� 113 nM) denotes the measured basal calcium concentra-
tion (Roper et al., 2003). To better fit calcium concentration levels arising
during lengthy bursts, we decreased �i by �30% (here �i � 0.9) from
the value that we used previously (Roper et al., 2003). That model was fit
to the calcium increase after a single spike; however, we also found that
[Ca 2�]i summed nonlinearly after multiple spikes, and the present
choice for �i is fit to this summation. This parameter change is the sole
difference between the two models.

The depolarizing afterpotential. Each action potential is succeeded
by a lengthy voltage- and Ca 2�-dependent depolarizing overshoot of
the membrane potential (Andrew and Dudek, 1983). This DAP depo-
larizes the cell by �3 mV, lasts for �5 sec, and briefly elevates the
probability that incident excitation will trigger a second spike. The
DAP is caused, and sustained, by the transient [Ca 2�]i elevation that
follows each spike (Roper et al., 2003), and DAPs evoked by two or
more proximal spikes sum to a significantly larger depolarization, as
shown in Figure 1. We have shown previously that the time course of
the DAP is closely matched to the decay of bulk calcium (Roper et al.,
2003).

The DAP is thought (Li and Hatton, 1997b) to be caused by the
calcium- and voltage-dependent modulation of a K � leak conductance
(but see Ghamari-Langroudi and Bourque, 2002). Our previous model
(Roper et al., 2003) described the DAP by subdividing Ileak into two linear
components: a Na � leak (INa,leak) and a K � leak (IK,leak ). We then
allowed IK,leak to vary as a function of both the bulk calcium concentra-
tion, [Ca 2�]i , and also the membrane potential, V, so that:

IK,leak � GK,leak�1 � f�C, V	V � EK
, (7)

where C � [Ca 2�]i , and so

I leak � Gleak�V � Vrest � GNa,leak	V � ENa
 � GK,leak�1 � f 	V � EK
.

(8)

Although the factor (1 � f(C, V)) describes the calcium- and voltage-
dependent modulation of a K � leak conductance, it is perhaps simpler to
think of f(C, V) as being an activation function for the DAP. f(C, V) is
given by:

f�C, V � 	 � �p�C,t)q�(V), (9)

where 	 and � are constants, with 	 � � � 1, that account for the
possibility that IK,leak is only partially inhibited. Unless otherwise stated,

for concreteness, we used 	 � 0, � � 1. p evolves according to Equation
5 to its equilibrium state:

p��C � tanh�C � Cr

kp
�, (10)

with time constant �p � 70 msec, and the voltage-dependent term,
q�(V), activates instantaneously and is given by the following:

q��V � �1 � exp ��
V � Vq

kq
���1

. (11)

The mean resting calcium concentration was found to be [Ca 2�]rest �
113 nM (Roper et al., 2003). kp � 50 nM, kq � 8 mV quantify the
sensitivity of the channel to calcium and voltage, respectively; the half-
activation is Vb � �60 mV, and each has been chosen to fit to data. The
steady-state activation f�(C, V) is plotted in Figure 2, and note that for
this choice for p�, f� is zero when bulk calcium is at rest and increases
with [Ca 2�]i. Also note that p� can go negative if [Ca 2�]i is brought
below rest, and so IK,leak can be both upregulated and downregulated by
intracellular calcium.

These functions have been adjusted to give activity commensurate
with experiment, and reasons for their choices have been discussed pre-
viously (Roper et al., 2003). However, a similar functional form to p� has
been determined for the calcium dependence of a K � leak conductance
in rat hippocampal pyramidal cells (Selyanko and Sim, 1998).

Numerical methods. Numerical simulations were performed using the
differential equation solver XPPaut (Ermentrout, 2002) (available at
http://www.math.pitt.edu/�bard/xpp/xpp.html), and several different
integration algorithms (e.g., backwards Euler, Dormund-Prince, and
CVode) and time steps were used to check accuracy and stability.

Results
We will first examine the progression of a single, evoked burst in
a cell that is otherwise not firing phasically. Such bursts can be
evoked, both in vivo and in vitro, by antidromic stimulation, by
brief spike trains triggered by short depolarizing pulses, and also
by clusters of excitatory synaptic events (see Introduction). Al-
though the present model includes neither synaptic input nor a
mechanism for antidromic activation, current pulses can be in-
jected by choosing a suitable protocol for the applied current,
Iapp.

An example of burst initiation by consecutively evoked spikes
is shown in the right panels of Figure 1a, and it is clear that the
summed DAP steadily depolarizes the cell until it crosses spike
threshold and starts to fire repetitively. The burst then remains
active for many seconds after the end of the stimulus (see Fig. 3),
indicating that it is driven by a mechanism intrinsic to the cell.

Burst initiation and the plateau potential
Each burst is sustained by a slow, persistent depolarization,
termed the plateau potential (Andrew and Dudek, 1983), which
is initiated at the beginning of the burst, lingers for several hun-
dred milliseconds after its termination, and can also be activated
by calcium spikes evoked during TTX perfusion (Andrew, 1987).
The plateau is spike dependent and regenerative and is triggered
by the summation of DAPs (Andrew and Dudek, 1984a) during
low-frequency (�10 Hz) firing.

The DAPs that follow two or more closely spaced spikes sum
to a much larger afterpotential, and the resulting depolarization
can take the cell above spike threshold, as shown in the bottom
right panel of Figure 1a. In the model, the DAP summates for two
reasons. The first is simply that the increase in bulk calcium after
multiple spikes more fully inhibits IK,leak (Fig. 2) and so more
strongly depolarizes the cell. The second reason is that the voltage
dependence of f(C, V) can further bootstrap the [Ca 2�]i-
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induced depolarization. If the resulting summed DAP is then suffi-
cient to carry the cell above spike threshold, the consequent action
potential brings in more calcium, and this in turn elicits another
DAP. The process then repeats, and this spike-dependent, positive
feedback appears as a sustained plateau potential which supports
repetitive spiking (Andrew and Dudek, 1983).

Figure 3a shows simultaneous whole-cell recording and calcium
imaging of two evoked bursts, each of which is initiated by the sum-
mation of three DAPs. The top trace in each figure plots the calcium
concentration at three different locations in each cell and shows that
[Ca2�]i initially rises as the burst develops. After several seconds of
activity, but long before termination, calcium attains a plateau that is
typically �200 nM above rest. [Ca2�]i subsequently remains close to
this plateau for the remainder of the burst and only decays when
firing ceases. In the model, shown in Figure 3b, the calcium plateau
arises when influx is balanced by clearance and is typically �150 nM

suprathreshold for DAP activation. The elevated calcium during the
burst thus saturates the suppression of IK,leak and so sustains the
regenerative plateau throughout.

Burst structure
Intrinsic bursts show strong spike frequency adaptation (Fig. 4a)
(Poulain et al., 1988, their Fig. 11), and, after an initial rapid
acceleration to �30 Hz, the firing rate gradually decreases to �10

Figure 1. Experimental (a) and model (b) DAPs and their associated calcium transients. Data
taken from a whole-cell recording from the SON of a hypothalamic slice; spikes were evoked
with a 5 msec depolarizing pulse and have been truncated for clarity. Left panels, Single spike
followed by a DAP that is subthreshold for firing. The decay of the DAP tracks that of intracellular
calcium, returning to rest with a time constant of � � �1.85 sec (Roper et al., 2003). Right
panels, DAP summation and the initiation of phasic activity: the stimulation protocol elicits two
spikes, and the resulting summed DAP crosses spike threshold. The consequent action poten-
tials further raise intracellular calcium, which in turn maintains the suppression of IK,leak and so
supports a regenerative plateau potential.

Figure 2. Putative steady-state voltage- and calcium-dependent modulation of the potas-
sium leak current, IK,leak. Note that f� is zero when bulk calcium is at its resting level
([Ca 2�]rest � 113 nM), increases with [Ca 2�]i , but can go negative if [Ca 2�]i is brought below
rest (Eq. 10 and Fig 6).

Figure 3. Simultaneous whole-cell recording and calcium imaging of evoked bursts in vivo
(a), and model of evoked burst with corresponding calcium concentration (b). Note that calcium
initially rises rapidly until it approaches a steady state and then decays once electrical activity
has ceased. The top trace in each experimental figure plots the calcium concentration at three
different locations in each cell, and these locations are shown in the photographs to the right of
each figure. The trace that corresponds to each position is as follows: dashed line (1), black line
(2), and gray line (3).
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Hz (Andrew and Dudek, 1984a) and then remains steady until
the end of the burst, as shown in Figure 4a. The firing rate does
slow during the final few spikes of the burst (Fig. 5), but termi-
nation is otherwise abrupt (Dyball, 1988) and is not correlated
with any further adaptation.

Spike frequency adaptation during a burst can be abolished by
application of 50 –300 nM apamin (Bourque and Brown, 1987;
Kirkpatrick and Bourque, 1996). This toxin is a specific blocker of
SK channels, derived from bee venom, and so adaptation is
caused by the progressive activation of an SK-like afterhyperpo-
larization (AHP) current (IAHP) (Andrew and Dudek, 1984b;
Bourque and Brown, 1987). The model also shows spike fre-
quency adaptation (Fig. 4b), and the effects of apamin on spike
frequency adaptation can be simulated by setting IAHP to zero, as
shown in Figure 4c.

Burst termination
The end of the burst is associated with a momentary decrease of
the firing rate, after which firing abruptly halts. Once the electri-
cal activity has ceased, the plateau quickly collapses and the mem-
brane repolarizes (Andrew and Dudek, 1984a), as shown in Fig-
ure 5. The cause of termination has not yet been established,
although an accumulation of [Ca 2�]i and the subsequent activa-
tion of a hyperpolarizing calcium-dependent potassium AHP
current has been proposed (Poulain and Vincent, 1987; Cobbett
et al., 1988; Hlubek and Cobbett, 2000) (cf. Plant, 1978). How-
ever, block of the AHP current with apamin decreases, rather
than increases, the burst length (Fig. 4c) (Kirkpatrick and

Bourque, 1996), and, furthermore, the time course of spike fre-
quency adaptation indicates that it is strongly activated early,
rather than late, in the burst. Although AVP neurons probably
have an even slower, apamin-insensitive, calcium-dependent
AHP, this current also appears to develop well before the end of
the burst (Greffrath et al., 1998). Furthermore, our imaging data
(Fig. 3) shows that [Ca 2�]i attains its plateau early and does not
precipitously rise during the latter stages of the burst. Thus,
changes in bulk calcium are unlikely to play a role in burst
termination.

An alternative scenario is a progressive inactivation of the
DAP and hence of the plateau potential, such that it eventually
becomes unable to sustain firing and so collapses (Andrew and
Dudek, 1984b; Bourque and Renaud, 1991). It is known that the
successive generation of DAPs on a time scale of several seconds
significantly reduces their amplitude (Bourque et al., 1998), and a
mechanism for this inactivation has been proposed by Brown et
al. (1999). They have shown that the activation of 
-opioid re-
ceptors, by agonists such as dynorphin, can inhibit the DAP. They
have further demonstrated that in vivo phasic activity is regulated
by 
-receptor activation (Brown et al., 1998): 
-agonists com-
pletely block phasic activity, but 
-antagonists prolong the dura-
tion of the active phase but decrease the length of the silent phase.
Dynorphin is also known to be colocalized with vasopressin in

Figure 4. Instantaneous firing rate (quantified by the reciprocal of the interspike interval)
versus time for experimental recording (a) and model (b) (compare with Poulain et al., 1988,
their Fig. 11). Note that the rate first rises rapidly to a peak and then slowly adapts to �10 Hz.
Firing then remains steady until the burst abruptly terminates. c shows that blocking the AHP in
the model, by setting IAHP � 0, both prevents spike frequency adaptation and also shortens the
burst. This should be compared with block of the AHP in vitro with apamin [Kirkpatrick and
Bourque (1996), their Fig. 7]. Parameters of the model are otherwise the same for b and c.

Figure 5. Burst termination and the interburst period: model (a) and whole-cell electrode
recording from the SON of a hypothalamic slice (b). Note that the firing frequency remains
steady until the end of the burst. The final spikes are succeeded first by a postburst DAP, which
in turn is followed by a lengthy slow depolarization. The experimental trace has been low-pass
filtered to remove membrane noise and to make the general trend more evident. Spikes have
been trimmed for clarity.
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MNCs (Watson et al., 1982) and is found in the same secretory
granules (Whitnall et al., 1983). It is therefore likely that both
AVP and dynorphin are intra-dendritically cosecreted into the
extracellular space of the magnocellular nuclei (Brown et al.,
2000), possibly by somatic action potentials that backpropagate
through the dendrites. Thus, dynorphin can act as an autocrine
modulator of the activity of the cell and so is a candidate messen-
ger for the burst terminating mechanism.

For our model, we therefore assume an endogenous release
and buildup of dynorphin. This then acts via 
-receptors as an
inhibitory feedback to inhibit the DAP, which in turn reduces the
plateau potential and so terminates the burst (Brown et al., 1998).

Action of dynorphin
We assume that the emission of action potentials causes the se-
cretion of dynorphin from the somatodendritic region and that it
also has some clearance mechanism. Neuromodulation by
dynorphin depends not only on its concentration but also on the
interaction between dynorphin and the 
-receptor. To model
the effects of dynorphin on the membrane potential, we represent
the transduction of 
-receptor activation by the dimensionless
variable D, which increases in some manner when the cell is
active and decreases when it is silent.

Sustenance of the burst depends on maintaining [Ca 2�]i

above the threshold for inhibiting IK,leak , which then keeps the
DAP plateau active and the cell in a repetitive firing regime. Con-
sequently, either [Ca 2�]i must be brought subthreshold or the
threshold must be raised for the burst to terminate. Because our
experimental data show that the amplitude of the calcium plateau
hardly varies during the latter stages of the burst (Fig. 3), we infer
that termination is caused by an elevation of the DAP threshold,
and we model this by progressively decreasing the sensitivity of
the DAP to calcium. Thus, we propose that dynorphin acts to
desensitize IK,leak by shifting the half-activation of f to higher
calcium concentrations (Fig. 6), so that Equation 10 becomes:

p��C � tanh�C � Cr � �D

kp
�, (12)

where � � 20 nM is a scaling factor chosen to fit to data. Note that
D is the indirect effect of dynorphin on the activation of the DAP,
and although D is related to, it is distinct from the extracellular
concentration of dynorphin.

If the half-activation shifts slowly as D increases, then IK,leak

remains saturated and the firing rate remains steady until the
DAP threshold approaches the calcium plateau. As this happens,
IK,leak begins to reactivate, and this in turn reduces the plateau
and slows the firing rate. Once the DAP threshold is brought
above the calcium plateau, the desensitized DAP becomes unable
to support repetitive firing. It therefore decays and firing ceases,
as shown in Figure 5a. This paradigm closely corresponds to in
vitro activity (Andrew and Dudek, 1984a), and the brief persis-
tence of the DAP is clear in the recording plotted in Figure 5b.
Although the intracellular calcium is still elevated during this
time, it is now subthreshold for DAP reactivation, and, because
there is no activity, there is no further influx and it decays to rest.
D also decays, but if it does so more slowly than does [Ca 2�]i ,
then the cell will remain subthreshold and will not fire.

Therefore, in the model, there are two slow processes that
drive the burst: [Ca 2�]i , which is excitatory, and D, which is
inhibitory and must have a slower time course than [Ca 2�]i.
However, our model differs significantly from that of Rinzel and
Lee (1987) because here the slow system does not oscillate auton-

omously but is instead driven by the spiking activity because both
[Ca 2�]i and D only increase when the cell fires an action
potential.

The burst length, the interburst interval, and the dynamics
of dynorphin
A lengthy silent phase is necessary to allow both the cell body and
the terminals to recover from sustained secretion. Stimulation of
the nerve terminals with an artificial, 10 Hz, phasic pattern shows
that their complete recovery necessitates a quiet period of at least
�20 sec (Shaw et al., 1984; Cazalis et al., 1985). In addition, the
efficiency of peptide secretion begins to decrease if the active
phase lasts for longer than �20 sec (Shaw et al., 1984). Both of
these parameters are close to the mean values found for phasic
activity both in vivo (17 and 20 sec for the silent and active phases,

Figure 6. Proposed action of dynorphin on the activation of the DAP. We infer that the
activation of the 
-opioid receptor by dynorphin desensitizes IK,leak to calcium and so shifts the
activation curve rightward along the calcium axis. Note that the axis in the bottom panel has
been lengthened.
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respectively) (Wakerley et al., 1978) and in vitro [28 and 18.4 sec,
respectively, in hypothalamic explant (Armstrong and Sladek,
1982) and 28.2 and 16.7 sec, respectively, in hypothalamic slice
(Mason, 1983)].

The durations of both the active and the silent phases are
dictated by the kinetics of the slowest process underlying phasic
activity. Calcium decays monoexponentially after long spike
trains (Roper et al., 2003) with time constant �Ca � 2.33 sec, and
its slow decay after a burst is apparent in Figure 3. However, D
must decay even more slowly to ensure that the cell remains
subthreshold, and so inactive, once the burst has ceased. Al-
though the time course of D is inaccessible, the recovery of DAPs
from activity-dependent inhibition can be fit to a single exponen-
tial with time constant � � 4.9 sec (C. Brown, personal commu-
nication) (However, more recent data received while this work
was in press give � � 4.3-4.7 sec. Such a change does not signifi-
cantly affect our results.), and this is consistent with the findings
of Dreifuss et al. (1976). This slow, monoexponential recovery is
consistent with a �20 sec silent phase, and so we assume it to be
equal to the decay constant of D. Such a time scale with a single
exponential might be attributable to the internalization and re-
cycling of the bound 
-receptor complex (cf. Goodner et al.,
1988) rather than a simple unbinding of dynorphin. The fact that
the recovery of the DAP follows a single rather than a multiple
exponential implies that a single process underlies the recovery of
IK,leak. In fact, it is known that bound insulin receptors will con-
tinue to signal even after they have been internalized and only
cease when they have finally been dephosphorylated (Backer et
al., 1989). Endopeptidases offer another contribution to clear-
ance, and it is known that their inhibition causes a small but
consistent enhancement of activity-dependent DAP inhibition
(C. Brown, personal communication). Given their ability to re-
duce autocrine effects of dynorphin, it is probable that endopep-
tidases also limit paracrine actions of dynorphin to prevent syn-
chronization of activity between vasopressin neurons. A
schematic of the sequence of events of secretion, binding, and
clearance is shown in Figure 7.

The simplest model is to assume that D (the transduction of

the 
-opioid receptor activation by dynorphin) is zero when the
cell is at rest, is augmented by an amount � every time the cell
spikes (or the membrane potential crosses some threshold
Vthresh ), and decreases exponentially when the cell is quiet so that:

d

dt
D � �

1

�D
D and D � D � �N V � Vthresh

� , (13)

where, for concreteness, we set the voltage threshold Vthresh � 0
mV. In fact, DCG exocytosis is unlikely to be triggered by a single,
lone action potential, but is more likely to be a response to a
cluster of spikes, and so � should be thought of as the average
section per spike.

First, we assume that � is constant and does not facilitate or
depress. We can now approximate Equation 13 when the cell is
firing regularly by replacing the augmentation condition by its
average, m � ��, where � is the firing frequency of the neuron in
millihertz. Recall from Figure 4 that this approximation is valid
for most of the active phase: from the end of spike frequency
adaptation to the final few spikes of the burst. Now Equation 13
becomes:

d

dt
D � �

1

�D
D � m, (14)

which may be solved to give:

D�t � m�D�1 � exp��t

�D
�� �during the active phase

(15)

D�t � Aexp��t

�D
� �during the silent phase, (16)

where A is the height of D at the beginning of the silent period.
Thus, in common with [Ca 2�]i (Fig. 3), D asymptotically ap-
proaches a steady state, D3 D� � m�D , during the active phase.
(Note that D is dimensionless because � scales the amplitude of
D� and the scaling factor � has nanomolar units.) With this in
mind, it is clear that, for burst termination to be successful, inac-
tivation of the plateau potential must be completed while D is

Figure 7. Secretion, binding, and clearance of dynorphin and 
-receptors. (1) DCG fuses to
cell membrane and spills dynorphin into the extracellular space. The DCG membrane also carries

-receptors (Shuster et al., 1999), and so fusion of the granule also upregulates the receptor. (2)
Extracellular dynorphin binds to the 
-receptor, and the bound complex begins to signal. (3)
The bound complex is internalized, dephosphorylated, and ceases signaling.

Figure 8. Comparison of time periods for active and silent phases for the simple model of
increase and clearance of D (Eq. 17). D both rises and falls exponentially with the same time
constant, but, note that for this model, the silent phase is significantly longer than the active
phase, although both in vivo and in vitro they are found to be almost equal. Thus, the simple
model does not adequately describe the dynamics of D.
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below D�. There must therefore be a threshold for D, say D� , such
that D� � m�D and above which the plateau potential lies below
spike threshold, as shown in Figure 8.

However, because the firing frequency varies little as end of
the burst is approached, D cannot approach Dthresh slowly but
must instead pass rapidly through the transition. Formally, the
activation–inactivation of the plateau potential carries the spik-
ing dynamics of the model through a saddle-node bifurcation
(Roper and Sherman, 2002), and such transitions are character-
ized by a “critical slowing down” of the firing frequency as the
bifurcation is approached. If D has an asymptotic approach to
Dthresh , then the model shows a dramatic slowing of the firing rate
as the end of the burst is approached (data not shown). Therefore,
to maintain a steady firing rate, Dthresh must lie far below the
asymptote and so must be significantly smaller than D� (Fig. 8).

Note that, for this simple model, the same decay time con-
stant, �D , determines both the rise rate of D during the active
phase and its fall rate during the silent phase. We can therefore
invert both Equations 13 and 14 to predict that the durations of
the active and silent phases will be:

Tactive � �Dln�m�D � Dmin

m�D � D� � and Tsilent � �Dln� D�

Dmin
�,

(17)

where Dmin is the nadir of D between bursts. Because m�D � D� �
Dmin , this simple model predicts that the silent phase should be
significantly longer than the active phase as shown in Figure 8.
However, both in vivo (Wakerley et al., 1978) and in vitro (Arm-
strong and Sladek, 1982; Mason, 1983), they are found to be
similar (�20 sec).

This mismatch might be rectified by postulating a more com-
plex mechanism for dynorphin release, such as delays arising
from mobilization effects (Pow and Morris, 1989; Kits and Mans-
velder, 2000). However, a simpler way to prolong the active
phase, without changing the length of the silent phase, is instead
to allow � to depend on previous activity. This could be caused by
a stimulus-dependent receptor upregulation, and, in fact,

-opioid receptors are known to be colocalized with AVP in se-
cretory vesicles and can be rapidly translocated to the plasma
membrane by physiological stimuli (Shuster et al., 1999), as
shown in Figure 7.

We therefore postulate that D facilitates its own increase, and
write:

��D � �0 � D. (18)

Now the mean increment of D per spike for a regularly firing cell
becomes dependent on D, m(D) � ��(D), and so Equation 14
becomes:

d

dt
D � �0� � � 1

�D
� ��D � �0� �

1

�eff
D. (19)

Solutions to Equation 19 are unbounded if the effective time
constant �eff � 0 [i.e.,  � 1/(�D�)]. This means that D no longer
tends to a steady state, i.e. D /3 D�, and so the threshold for
burst termination, D� , is no longer constrained to be below m�D

but can be chosen to fit the observed burst and silence durations.
A typical profile is shown in Figure 9.

Note that Equation 18 does not imply that the cell has some
infinite supply of dynorphin but rather that the effect of the
amount released per spike increases in such a way that it over-
whelms the clearance mechanism.

The slow depolarization
The silent period is dominated by a slow depolarization of the
membrane potential (Andrew and Dudek, 1984a), which lasts for
several seconds, can elevate the membrane potential by �3 mV,
and can initiate a new burst in a phasic cell (Andrew, 1987). The
slow depolarization (SD) is clear in Figure 5a.

The cause of the SD is not known; however, a similar excita-
tion occurs in our model (Fig. 5b) and is a consequence of
[Ca 2�]i decaying faster than does D. Recall that our hypothesis is
that dynorphin desensitizes the DAP to calcium, thus allowing
IK,leak to reactivate while calcium remains elevated. The burst
then terminates and both [Ca 2�]i and D begin to decay. How-
ever, because [Ca 2�]i decays faster than D, it approaches its rest
while D is still elevated and the calcium dependence of the DAP is
still shifted. As a consequence, the calcium concentration tempo-
rarily lies much lower on the IK,leak modulation curve than it does
when the cell is at rest (recall from Eq. 10 that p� can go negative
in low [Ca 2�]i ). This therefore makes f negative, which in turn
increases the amplitude of IK,leak [recall that the modulation of
Ik,leak is given by (1 � f )] and hyperpolarizes the cell. The hyper-
polarization slowly fades as dynorphin decays, and IK,leak eventu-
ally returns to its resting value ( f � 0). This overshoot and slow
reset is manifest as a slow depolarization of the membrane poten-
tial. The cycle is shown schematically in Figure 10.

Endogenous bursting in AVP cells
Thus far, we have studied evoked bursts in nonphasic AVP cells;
however, AVP cells switch to a phasic pattern of repeating bursts
and silences when held at a depolarized potential (Andrew and
Dudek, 1984a), as shown in Figure 11a. The average lengths of
both active and silent phases are �20 sec (Wakerley et al., 1978;
Armstrong and Sladek, 1982), but both are highly variable even
within a single cell (Poulain et al., 1988). Phasic bursts have sim-
ilar profiles to their evoked counterparts but are usually initiated
by the crossing of spike threshold by the slow depolarization
(Andrew, 1987) rather than some extrinsic mechanism (Andrew
and Dudek, 1984a).

For increasing values of constant, depolarizing current (Iapp �
const), the model also reproduces the switch from an excitable
mode (cf. Laing et al., 2003), during which each burst must be
evoked, to the phasic pattern, as shown in Figure 11b. However,
phasic activity only occurs in this model when the cell is held
above threshold for repetitive spiking, for example by a large
depolarizing current, Iapp, and this may be seen when when the

Figure 9. Proposed time course of D (the transduction of 
-receptor activation by dynor-
phin) during a burst; compare this with the profile of [Ca 2�]i shown in Figure 3. D evolves
according to Equations 13 and 18 and decays to rest exponentially when the cell is silent.
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plateau is blocked by setting f � 0, as shown in Figure 11c. Firing
then only becomes broken up into phasic bursts when IK,leak is
sufficiently upregulated by dynorphin to drive the cell below
threshold. In contrast, spiking activity is only reignited, and a new
burst initiated, when D has decayed to rest and IK,leak has been
reset. We therefore conclude that it is the hyperpolarizing up-
regulation of IK,leak by dynorphin, and not the depolarizing ac-
tion of the plateau, that drives the phasic oscillation. It would
appear that this sequence of events is also true in vitro because a
block of the DAP, and hence the plateau potential, with Cs�

transforms a phasic cell into a continuously firing (i.e., suprath-
reshold) rather than a slow-irregular (i.e., subthreshold) cell
(Ghamari-Langroudi and Bourque, 1998).

Transient activity during increased stress
Phasic firing is a response by AVP cells to an increased physiolog-
ical stress, such as hyperosmolality (Brimble and Dyball, 1977) or
exsanguination (Poulain et al., 1977), and in vitro can be induced
by an increase in the osmotic pressure of the perfusion media

(Bourque and Renaud, 1984). The effects of osmotic stress, and
also presumably those too of blood loss, are mediated in part by a
net depolarization of the membrane potential that has several
contributing factors (Bourque, 1998).

The transition sequence for the discharge pattern is typically
slow-irregular 3 phasic 3 fast-continuous (Poulain et al.,
1988), and the degree of its progression depends on the severity of
the stimulus. However, if the stimulus is increased aggressively,
for example by substantial exsanguination (Poulain et al., 1977)
or by a rapid change in the perfusion media, then some cells
exhibit a transient response, emitting first a fast-continuous

Figure 10. The evolution of [Ca 2�]i and D throughout and between bursts and the corre-
sponding upmodulation and downmodulation of IK,leak (shown schematically). The cycle starts
from top left and moves clockwise, and the activation of the DAP, or plateau, at any time is
denoted by the circle. Threshold denotes the calcium threshold for triggering the plateau po-
tential and not spike threshold, and depends on spike frequency. Note that the function f
denotes the modulation, and not the activation, of IK,leak. f therefore starts at zero but can go
negative if [Ca 2�]i decays while it is still right-shifted. This negative modulation corresponds to
an upmodulation of IK,leak and leads to a hyperpolarization of the membrane potential. The
sequence of events is as follows: (1) spike-driven Ca2� influx depolarizes the cell by depressing
IK,leak. The depolarization triggers more spikes, further increasing [Ca2�]i and so sustaining a
plateau and initiating a burst; (2) subsequent spikes cause further influx and so saturate the
inhibition of IK,leak; (3) D starts to increase, desensitizing IK,leak to Ca2� and raising the plateau
threshold until it is no longer self-sustaining. The plateau then collapses, and the burst termi-
nates; (4) D decays more slowly than Ca2� and so remains elevated while Ca2� decays. Thus
IK,leak remains transiently desensitized, causing f to go negative and temporarily hyperpolariz-
ing the membrane. Hyperpolarization decays as D is cleared, and becomes manifest as a slow
depolarization. As both [Ca2�]i and D decay, the cell returns to its initial state.

Figure 11. Phasic activity occurs in MNCs during sustained depolarization: experimental
recordings (a) and model (b). Note that the silent phase is characterized first by postburst DAP
and then by slow depolarization. Both active and silent phases of the burst have a mean length
of �20 sec (see Results) but display a wide variability both in vitro and in vivo. Model parame-
ters are Iapp � 1.28, 	 � 0.6, and � � 0.4. Phasic activity only occurs when the model is
depolarized above spike threshold, and the oscillation is driven by an upregulation of IK,leak ,
which transiently depresses V below threshold and interrupts firing. c, Model with same param-
eters as b, but the DAP has been “blocked” by setting f�0, and the model fires continuously (cf.
Ghamari-Langroudi and Bourque, 1998).
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pattern before switching to phasic bursting (Poulain et al., 1977).
The transient phase typically lasts only for a few minutes before
the phasic pattern appears and can also be observed in vitro
(Bourque and Renaud, 1984).

A similar transient pattern arises in the model if the
dynorphin–
-opioid receptor mechanism is initially inactive and
develops only slowly. Recall first that the phasic pattern becomes
apparent only when the cell has been brought above spike thresh-
old by a net depolarization. Furthermore, note that phasic activ-
ity is driven by the interruption of firing by the hyperpolarizing
action of the upregulated IK,leak and not by the depolarizing ac-
tion of the plateau. Therefore, if the osmotic depolarization acti-
vates rapidly to bring the cell suprathreshold but the 
-opioid
inhibition lags behind, then the cell will first cross to a repetitive,
or fast-continuous, firing mode (compare with Fig. 11c), but this
will subsequently become broken up into phasic bursts as the
dynorphin–
-opioid mechanism becomes effected, as shown in
Figure 11b.

It is likely that the dense-core granules (DCGs) containing the

-receptors are stored in an intracellular pool before being traf-
ficked to the cell membrane by a depolarizing stimulus, as shown
in Figure 12. If the pool is empty before the onset of the stress,
then it must be filled before 
-receptors become available, and so
the delay might reflect the slow filling of this pool. In hippocam-
pal cells, Kim and von Zastrow (2003) have shown recently that
nerve growth factor induces such a pool of -opioid receptors
and that receptors from this pool can then be rapidly inserted into
the membrane in response to physiological stimuli. In addition,
the priming of the readily releasable pool of DCGs has been
shown to be a necessary factor in the bursting that arises in oxy-
tocin cells during the milk-ejection reflex (Ludwig et al., 2002).

Discussion
We showed how a mathematical model of an AVP cell can sup-
port DAPs, plateau potentials, and phasic firing. Our analysis
supports a recently proposed role of dynorphin in burst termina-
tion (Brown et al., 1998, 1999, 2000; Brown and Leng, 2000). We
further suggest a mechanism for the action of dynorphin and
predict the time course of its effects.

Burst terminations and phasic firing mimicking that found in
AVP neurons were best achieved assuming that accumulated ex-
tracellular dynorphin, stemming from local release, desensitizes
the DAP mechanism to [Ca 2�]i (Fig. 10). Furthermore, the time
course of the active and passive phases of the burst dictate that, in
this model, dynorphin must potentiate its own actions, and this
might be attributable to a concomitant upregulation of the

-opioid receptor (Shuster et al., 1999).

Synaptic input
We neglected the effects of synaptic input in the present model
and assumed phasic activity to be an intrinsic mechanism, and
this has simplified our analysis. In fact, in vitro phasic discharge
does not depend per se on synaptic input and can be maintained
in explants in which synaptic inputs are significantly attenuated
(Bourque and Renaud, 1984), but, more significantly, it can per-
sist during a block of both excitatory and inhibitory synaptic
input (Hatton, 1982; Bourque and Renaud, 1984) (C. Li and W.
Armstrong, unpublished observations). However, it should also
be noted that synaptic input appears to play a profound role in
vivo, because phasic firing is inhibited by a block of NMDA or
AMPA/kainate receptors (Nissen et al., 1995).

The phasic mechanism that we described here still persists
when synaptic input, in the form of Poisson distributed EPSCs
and IPSCs is included in the model. The cell still exhibits lengthy
active and silent phases; however, spike timing within the active
phase becomes irregular and the variability of the interspike in-
terval (ISI) increases. A variable ISI is a requisite for spike clus-
tering (Poulain et al., 1988), which is a feature of the discharge
pattern that has been shown to optimize AVP release from the
neurohypophyseal terminals (Dutton and Dyball, 1979; Cazalis
et al., 1985).

Our model predicts that phasic bursting is periodic and con-
sequently that the durations of both phases are constant. How-
ever, real cells exhibit wide variability in the lengths of their active
and silent phases (Poulain et al., 1988), and such irregular burst-
ing might also be partly explained by the effects of random syn-
aptic input and other sources of membrane noise (Bourque et al.,
1986). We showed that bursts can be triggered in a nonphasic cell
by short spike trains, and the same mechanism allows synapti-
cally evoked spikes prematurely to initiate a burst. The suscepti-
bility of the model to premature initiation increases as D decays
during the silent period, in common with in vivo results (Dreifuss
et al., 1976), and so the timing of the silent phase is intimately
related to the irregularity of spike train. In addition, although the
active phase is self-sustaining, it too is strongly affected by the
statistics of spike times. In particular, the nonlinear feedback
between D and �, recall Equation 18, means that if, a closely
spaced cluster of spikes occurs toward the end of the active phase,
it will hasten burst termination.

Alternative actions of dynorphin
Following Brown et al. (1999), we proposed that dynorphin in-
teracts directly with the current driving the DAP (IK,leak ), and we
further suggest that its action is to progressively desensitize the

Figure 12. MNCs show a transient response during an aggressively applied stimulus and
briefly discharge a fast-continuous pattern before the onset of phasic activity. We propose that
this transient fast-continuous pattern occurs because the dynorphin–
-receptor desensitiza-
tion mechanism initially develops slowly, and so there is a short time for which the inhibition
caused by the upregulation of IK,leak does not interrupt firing (compare with Fig. 11c). We further
propose that this slow onset is caused by the slow filling of a releasable pool of dense-core
granules from a docked pool of granules.
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current to calcium. However, dynorphin is also known to directly
inhibit high-voltage-activated calcium channels, and the activa-
tion of 
-opioid receptors in neuroendocrine terminals is known
to reduce Ca 2� influx (Rusin et al., 1997). It is therefore possible
that dynorphin could instead terminate the burst by manipulat-
ing calcium rather than by a downstream modulation of the DAP.
In fact, direct Ca 2� channel modulation is unlikely because DAPs
are still inhibited by 
-agonist concentrations that are too low to
affect calcium channels, and furthermore 
-agonists do not affect
other calcium-dependent processes, such as action-potential
broadening (Brown et al., 1999). In addition, aside from Ca 2�

influx, the DAP is known to be controlled by release from
stores (Li and Hatton, 1997a), and so a direct reduction of
influx should only partially inhibit the plateau. Nevertheless,
it is sensible to consider how this alternative modulation
might affect our model.

Recall that the burst can only terminate when calcium is
brought below threshold for activation of the DAP plateau and
further that bulk calcium typically attains a concentration �200
nM above this threshold during the burst. Therefore, if dynorphin
does act to close Ca 2� channels, then an exponential decline in
[Ca 2�]i should be apparent during the latter stages of the burst,
and, in addition, firing will only cease once the threshold (�50
nM above [Ca 2�]rest � 113 nM) has been crossed. Furthermore, a
diminishing calcium influx should be associated with a reduction
in the activation of both SK and BK potassium channels, and this
in turn should reverse spike frequency adaptation and accelerate
the firing rate, and this is observed in the model (data not shown).
However, such a trajectory for [Ca 2�]i is at odds with our obser-
vations of the time course shown in Figure 3, and we have also
seen (Fig. 4) that the firing rate remains slow until the cell falls
silent. We therefore conclude that, in contrast to the nerve termi-
nals, dynorphin should have little effect on magnocellular so-
matic calcium channels.

Alternative autocrine inhibition
We emphasized the possible role played by the opioid dynorphin.
However, this model depends not on the chemical underlying
burst termination but only on the properties of its interactions.
Dynorphin is not the sole neuromodulatory agent cosecreted
with AVP, and it is possible that the inhibitory role could also be
played by some other cosecreted neuromodulatory agent such as
nitrous oxide (Stern and Ludwig, 2001). Other factors, including
intracellular ones, that accumulate during firing may have a sim-
ilar effect. However, our model is consistent both with the most
compelling experimental data regarding local release of dynor-
phin (Brown et al., 1998, 1999, 2000; Brown and Leng, 2000) and
also with our own observations of the time course of bulk calcium
during bursts (Fig. 3).

Nonspecific cation currents mediating DAPs
We adopted the paradigm, proposed by Li and Hatton (1997b),
that the DAP is a Ca 2�-mediated reduction in a resting K �

current. Not only does this model show burst initiation and
termination profiles that closely agree with experiment, but it
also clarifies some more subtle features of the cells electrical
activity (e.g., the postburst DAP and the intraburst slow depo-
larization). However, others (Bourque, 1986; Ghamari-
Langroudi and Bourque, 2002) suggest instead that the DAP is
caused by a Ca 2�-activated nonspecific cation (CAN) current,
and so it is sensible to consider how this change would affect
our analysis.

If we assume the same activation function, f(C, V) (recall C �

[Ca 2�]i ), for the DAP, then the simplest way to incorporate a
CAN current is to rewrite Equation 3 as:

dV

dt
� �

1

�
�Itot � Îleak � ICAN

� �
1

�
�Itot � Îleak � gCAN f�C, V�V � ECAN, (20)

where Itot � INa � IK � IA � Ic � IAHP � ICa , we set Îleak �
INa,leak � gK,leak (V � EK ), and typically ECAN � �35 mV. Com-
paring this with our original model:

dV

dt
� �

1

�
�Itot � Îleak � gK,leak f�C, V�V � EK, (21)

we see that, to a first approximation, both models are equivalent
because the former is the addition of a depolarizing current
and the latter is the subtraction of a hyperpolarizing current. If
we also assume that desensitization to Ca 2� causes burst ter-
mination in both cases, then both models support burst initi-
ation, the plateau potential and burst termination, and so their
active phases are indistinguishable. However, recall that f goes
negative when [Ca 2�]i � [Ca 2�]rest and that this causes the
slow depolarization between bursts. In our model, this can be
readily interpreted as an upregulation of the resting current
IK,leak ; however, if ICAN � 0 at rest in the CAN model, then the
corresponding mechanism is less fathomable because it
should not reverse in low calcium.

If we instead assume ICAN to be a persistent current, contrib-
uting to the resting membrane potential in a similar manner to
that which we originally proposed for IK,leak , then it is conceiv-
able that it too could be both upregulated and downregulated by
[Ca 2�]i and dynorphin. We therefore conclude that a CAN
model can only fully explain phasic activity if it is driven by a
nonspecific cation current that is partially active at rest. Such a
current has recently been observed by Han et al. (2003), but it has
not yet been shown to be modulated by [Ca 2�]i.

Appendix
The full model is given by:

dV

dt
� �

1

�
�INa � ICa � IK � IA � Ic � IAHP � Ileak,

and we have assumed the specific capacitance to be � � 1.
Recall from Equation 4 that inactivating and non-inactivating

currents are, respectively, described by:

I� � g�m�h��V � E� or I� � g�m��V � E�,

and their corresponding voltage-dependent activation (m�) and
inactivation (h�) functions are:

m��V � �1 � exp ��V � Vm

km
���1

and

h��V � �1 � exp �V � Vh

kh
���1

.

Reversal potentials are ENa � 50 mV, EK � �96 mV, and ECa �
12.5 ln ([Ca 2�]o /[Ca 2�]i ), and we assumed the external calcium
concentration to be [Ca 2�]o � 4 mM.

The parameters for each voltage-dependent current are listed
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in Table 1, and the corresponding time constants for each current
are listed in Table 2.

The steady-state calcium-dependent activation functions for
Ic and IAHP [respectively, m�(CBK,V) and m�(CSK)] are

m�(CBK, V) � �1 �
470

CBK
2.38��1�1 � exp

���V � 140 log10CBK � 370

7.4 ���1

m�(CSK) � �1 � exp ��1.120

4 � 2.508 log10�CSK � Cr

1000 ����1

,

where CBK denotes the calcium concentration in the pool sensed
by the BK channel, CSK denotes the concentration in the AHP
calcium domain, and Cr � 113 nM the resting calcium
concentration.

Each of the three calcium pools evolves according to (Eq. 6):

d

dt
C� � ���ICa �

1

��
�C� � Cr,

with time constants �i � 2.33 sec (Ci ), �BK � 1 msec (CBK ), and
�SK � 656 msec (CSK ) and Faraday scaling factors �i � 0.9,
�BK � 100, and �SK � 1.6.

The leak current is the linear sum of two distinct currents:

I leak � INa,leak � IK,leak ,

and IK,leak can be modulated by both intracellular calcium and
voltage according to:

f��Ci, V � 	 � �p��Ciq��V,

where

p��C i � tanh�Ci � Cr

kp
� and

q��V � �1 � exp ��
V � Vq

kq
���1

,

with kp � 55 nM, kq � 7 mV, and Vq � �70 mV, the resting
calcium concentration is [Ca 2�]rest � 113 nM, and whereas q
activates instantaneously, p evolves with �p � 75 msec.
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